Abstract: By using absolute and relative-gravity data recorded by the gravity network in North China, we obtained some large-scale and high-spatial-resolution images of gravity variation in this area for the first time.
Introduction
Detection of gravity anomalies by repeated gravity survey is one of the most important methods in earthquake prediction research [ 1 -4 ] . The key region for such research in China is North China, which has suffered frequent and violent seismic activities, and is where mobile gravity survey was firstly carried out. In spite of decades of efforts , which gained much achievements [4-7l, In order to observe gravity variation based on a single gravity datum, we used absolute-gravity data to set a priori gravity datum and as constraint in the network , then employed the method of weighted-constraint adjustment on relative gravity measurements , and finally obtained the high-accuracy gravity variation result in the entire region. Table 1 shows the division of labor among the various organizations in the gravity surFour absolute and relative-gravity surveys have been veys. (Fig. 3) , the absolute-gravity stations constituted a high-precision control network for the relative-gravity data and helped to reduce system and random errors.
3 Data processing
Because different gravity surveys were carried out by different departments of China Earthquake Administration , a key point in data processing is to consolidate the different data sets into one. Firstly, we gave a unique serial number to each station to form a unified gravity network. Secondly, we used absolute-gravity data as the unique datum and control. Thirdly, we carried out adjustments, by using the application software
LGADJ ; the results indicated that the mean precision of the gravity values reached 10.7 X 10 · 
Conclusions
1 ) By using the absolute and relative-gravity data of the gravity network of North China from 2009 to 2011 , we obtained some large scale aod high-spatial-resolution images of gravity variation in North China for the first time.
2) The gravity variation in eastern Liaodong Peninsula showed obvious control on gravity variation m eastern Liaodong Peninsnla.
3 ) How the earthquake caused the observed gravity variation in North China and how may it affect tectonic activities in the future are both in need of further studies.
